
Natural Born Winner
THIS IS THE NEW PINARELLO DOGMA F10



here are the new reference points
(for everyone)





A letter and a number 
which inflames 

Pure Adrenaline!
Since its release in 2014, DOGMA F8 has become a universal 

identification code for high-performance in the world of cycling,
Now, the name DOGMA F10 unleashes 

a new technical and aesthetic evolution that sparks 
the adrenaline of all that inhabit that world.





DOGMA F10 has also inherited much from the BOLIDE, 
currently the fastest bike in the world, the current Hour Record 

holder with Sir Bradley Wiggins, time trial World Champion with 
Kiryenka and winner of Tour de France 2016 with Chris Froome.

It retains the super-efficient Flatback ™ profiles from 
the Dogma F8, but inherits a new design of the down tube 

from the BOLIDE TT which shields the water bottles from the 
airflow, while further increasing the lateral stiffness.

aerodynamic performance in the area 
between the down tube and water bottles.

Her sister,
a wonderful example 

to follow.

+12.6%



FlatBack™

FlatBack™
NEW FlatBack™

CONCAVE
-20% aero drag 

reduction, compared 
to Dogma F8

NEW Top Tube
BOLIDE Design

FlatBack™



From the BOLIDE HR that led 
Sir Bradley Wiggins to crush 

the Hour Record, here is the ForkFlap ™
one idea, able to orderly direct

 the aerodynamic flows created 
around the wheel, increasing ridability 

and precision at high speeds.

London, 7th June 2015
 Sir Bradley Wiggins crushes the Hour Record 

with PINARELLO BOLIDE HR: 54.526 km/h. 

reduction of 
aerodynamic

 drag

Can a small detail
change everything?
If we do this... Yes

-10%



PINARELLO ForkFlap™



A Road Bike cannot be only aerodynamic,
otherwise it would become too heavy uphill

and difficult to ride downhill.
The DOGMA F10 is designed to be aerodynamic,

without compromising the extraordinary
ridability and precision qualities that
always characterized Pinarello bikes.

Intelligent
AERODYNAMICS

+20%
more aerodynamic than the Dogma F8
due to the concave down tube



thanks to the concave down tube,
which means 2 min saved on 150 km, compared to DOGMA F8

-0,8sec/km



DOGMA F10 has a technological heart.
Inside the down tube it is indeed possible

to fix the controller of electronic groupsets,
to improve aerodynamics,

safety and practicality.
We called E-Link ™

the connection between your frame
and the electronics.

Energy 
rises from 
the heart.

Internal Junction specific for SHIMANO®





LIGHTER yet STIFFER…
POSSIBLE? We do it.

+7.1%
Weight saving

Specific stiffness

-6.5%



T300

Weight reduction without stiffness loss…
or possibily increase it. 

This was the target of DOGMA F10.
How could we do it? With cutting 
edge materials, cycling expertise, 

insights and great know-how.

As a result DOGMA F10 weights 
just 820 gr in size 530 (raw) 

and the stiffness is increased by 7.1%.



Ridurre il peso e non perdere la resistenza...e se possibile 
aumentarla. Questo l’obiettivo di DOGMA F10.

Come si fa? Con materiali innovativi, capacità costruttiva,
intuizioni e tanta tanta esperienza.

Il risultato è che DOGMA F10 pesa 818 gr nella taglia 53  
(senza viteria) e la resistenza è aumentata del 7,1%

+16%
the pedaling balance

compared to a traditional bike

Each Pinarello frame is designed with one essential feature: asymmetry. 
This is our design philosophy.
Yes, because a vehicle with asymmetric traction can only be asymmetric.
Your legs push on both pedals of the bicycle, the chain acts
ONLY ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF YOUR BICYCLE.

It is therefore obvious that a frame must be ASYMMETRIC to allow you to ride  SYMMETRICALLY.

THINK ASYMMETRIC ™





Strongly desired
by top riders

DOGMA F10 will be the bike of the Team Sky
for the season 2017, with the constant aim

of being protagonists
in every race of the World Tour.

Sprint, climb, Grand Tours,
everywhere there will be a battle,

there will be a DOGMA F10.



DOGMA F10 will be the bike of the Team Sky
for the season 2017, with the constant aim

of being protagonists
in every race of the World Tour.

Sprint, climb, Grand Tours,
everywhere there will be a battle,

there will be a DOGMA F10.

The artwork of the new DOGMA F10 for the
Team Sky is a symbol of 7 dominant  years
on the World Tour:
nearly 250 races won
on any terrain, but especially
4 Tours de France, always pedaling
on a PINARELLO DOGMA,
this is not a coincidence.



Who could be the first tester of DOGMA F10
If not Chris Froome?
We took him to the top of a volcano
to challenge the elements.
His first feedback: “Natural Born Winner”

ETNA VOLCANO
> FIRST TEST

Nov 10th, 2016



“Natural Born Winner”
Chris Froome after first test 



The Symbol 
of Domination!



DOGMA F10 is the eighth bikes supplied to Team Sky
in seven years of collaboration.

There is not any other manufacturer 
that has provided to its PRO team

a technical renewal so constant and efficient.
A continuous evolution,

oriented to constant improvement,
which brought the Team Sky

 on top of the World.



If you do not know, the first 
and last tester is always FP.

He tests the bike, stressing every feature, 
and then gives it to Pros.

One of our secrets is exactly this: 
we have the Man… 

we have Fausto Pinarello.

MISTER LAST TEST



“...I love yellow, Chris”
Fausto Pinarello



The 30 most influential journalists of the cycling world 
deeply tested our bikes on the roads of Sicily.
Their judgment was unanimous: PINARELLO, as always, 
exceeded expectations, DOGMA F10 is again 
the new absolute benchmark of Road BIKES.

SICILIY - ITALY
THE MEDIA CAMP

Dec 1st, 2016



“one word...WOW”
James Startt - Peloton Magazine



In Treviso there is a team of riders 
with passion for engineering

a cyclist with the passion for the design
and a cyclist whose surname is Pinarello,

the secret is in this play on words: 
excellence in their sector united by the passion 

for cycling and the Pinarello brand.

PINARELLOLAB 
EVERYTHING 
BEGINS HERE





The DOGMA F10 was born in Veneto, 
as all of us, from our internal R&D, conceived, designed, 
prototyped, in the historic factory in Villorba, near Treviso.
The new “magix” finish is unique and has no equal 
on the market; if you look it closely, 
the DOGMA F10 is a work of art.

FROM TREVISO 
WITH LOVE





Ridurre il peso e non perdere la resistenza...e se possibile 
aumentarla. Questo l’obiettivo di DOGMA F10.

Come si fa? Con materiali innovativi, capacità costruttiva,
intuizioni e tanta tanta esperienza.

Il risultato è che DOGMA F10 pesa 818 gr nella taglia 53  
(senza viteria) e la resistenza è aumentata del 7,1%



BLACKLAVA
167>CARBON MATT>RED SHINY





BLACKONBLACK
170>CARBON MATT>CARBON SHINY





REDMAGMA
166> RED SHINY >CARBON MATT





SULFURYELLOW
168>CARBON MATT>YELLOW FLUO SHINY





DOGMA F10>SULFURYELLOW





SIDERALWHITE
165> WHITE SHINY >CARBON MATT





DOGMA F10 >SIDERALWHITE



Ridurre il peso e non perdere la resistenza...e se possibile 
aumentarla. Questo l’obiettivo di DOGMA F10.

Come si fa? Con materiali innovativi, capacità costruttiva,
intuizioni e tanta tanta esperienza.

Il risultato è che DOGMA F10 pesa 818 gr nella taglia 53  
(senza viteria) e la resistenza è aumentata del 7,1%



ASTEROIDRED
169> CARBON MATT>RED LAVA





DOGMA F10>ASTEROIDRED





TeamSky
905> TEAM SKY 2017





RHINO2017
909> RHINO 2017





TEAMWIGGINS
906> Team Wiggins 2017



At Pinarello, the development of frame sizes are not limited to enlarging or reducing the proportion of the frame. A frame size 62, for example, needs to be stiffer in the focal points; 
on the contrary, a size 42 is much smaller, so it can be made with less material, because the forces are lower.
The riding techniques of a person 2 meters tall on a size 62 frame in respect to those of a person 1.60 meters tall on a size 42 are very different, especially when cornering, so the 
geometric development considers these issues decisively.

Made4You™ the experience of riding  the DOGMA F10 is the same from size 42 to size 62 without any difference.

Made4You™ 13 sizes 1 performance! 



CF CC L I A B F P T D R G REACH STACK
415 420 498 113 74.40° 69.15° 564 406 105 67 43 367 351 493

435 440 503 118 74.40° 70.00° 564 406 110 67 43 367 357 501

455 465 515 125 74.40° 70.50° 573 406 115 72 43 367 367 512

455 470 525 128 74.00° 71.40° 575 406 125 72 43 367 373 525

480 500 525 138 74.00° 71.40° 575 406 120 72 43 367 374 520

495 515 535 145 73.70° 72.00° 577 406 125 72 43 367 380 527

510 530 545 149 73.70° 72.50° 583 406 139 72 43 367 386 542

520 540 550 154 73.40° 72.80° 583 406 147 72 43 367 386 550

530 550 557 157 73.40° 72.80° 590 408 158 72 43 367 389 561

540 560 565 164 73.00° 73.20° 591 408 165 72 43 367 391 569

555 575 575 168 73.00° 73.70° 596 408 179 72 43 367 397 584

575 595 587 180 72.40° 73.40° 605 408 215 67 43 367 394 612

615 620 620 192 72.00° 73.40° 633 411 255 67 43 367 410 651
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Asymmetric frame
Torayca® T1100 1K DreamCarbon
Fork ONDA F10 with ForkFlap™
1” 1/8 - 1” 1/2
Think2 System with E-Link™
Seatclamp TwinForce
ICR™ - Internal cable routing

Italian thread BB
SOE™ System
3XAir™ two positions available for the second bottle
Removable front derailleur hanger
UCI® approved 
Weight: frame (size 53) 820gr 



TWINFORCE, the strong seatclamp, 
integrated into the frame, improves 
the aerodynamics and ensures a 
perfect clamping of the seatpost.

The AIR 8™ seatpost in perfectly 
integrated with DOGMA F10 frame, 
and strongly clamped by the TWIN 
FORCE system.

New ONDA F10 fork with ForkFlap™
Carbon rear dropouts, integrated into 
the frame.

ONDA F10 fork perfectly matches the 
down tube, to minimize turbulences 
and aero drag.

All the internal batteries of SHIMA-
NO® Di2 and CAMPAGNOLO® EPS 
can be perfectly fitted into the sea-
tpost and seat tube of DOGMA F10.

Two versions of seatpost are 
available, one with 22 mm offset, 
one with zero offset.

DOGMA F10 has THINK2 system, 
so the same frame can accept both 
mechanical or electronical groupsets 
just changing the proper covers and 
cable stoppers.

The new ONDA F10 fork takes 
advantage of side wind, 
generating a frontal lift.

Asymmetric rearstays

Tapered ONDA F10 fork, with DROP 
IN bearing system (1” 1/8 top - 1” 1/2 
bottom)

The rear derailleur cable exit is 
placed behind the dropout, 
to improve the aerodynamics.



Carbon rear dropouts, integrated into 
the frame.

ONDA F10 fork perfectly matches the 
down tube, to minimize turbulences 
and aero drag.

Italian thread BB: essential 
characteristic in every Pinarello. 
This is absolutely the best choice 
in terms of stiffness, performance 
and long-lasting quality.

Removable derailleur hanger. In case 
of flat stages or TT races, the front 
derailleur and the hanger could be 
removed, to reduce weight and aero 
drag.

New aero frontal area, designed to 
improve the airflow around the front 
brake.

The asymmetric ONDARS F10 
rearstays protect the rear brake 
from the aiflow.

New E-Link™ technology, 
to integrate the Shimano Di2 
junction into the frame.

New aero frontal area of DOGMA F10, 
extremely streamlined, improves 
the airflow along the bike.

2 possible positions for the second 
water bottle allows to place the 
bottle extremely low for a optimal 
aerodynamics or higher for better 
ergonomics (available from size 50 
and up).

Downtube with concave 
FlatBack airfoil

The FlatBack airfoils are the optimal 
mix between aerodynamics, stiffness 
and lightness.

FlatBack airfoils are used also on 
ONDA F10 fork, to reduce the aero 
drag.

The downtube protects the bottles 
from the airflow, reducing the aero 
drag.

Tapered ONDA F10 fork, with DROP 
IN bearing system (1” 1/8 top - 1” 1/2 
bottom)



#F10NaturalBornWinner
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